
Week 5:
Manifest 
+ Magick,

Intuitive 
Wisdom 



Manifest + Magick, Intuitive Wisdom
Intuition is the key to understanding your body wisdom & living the life you have been 

dreaming of. Everything from Self Love, to manifesting, to creating, is connected to our 

ability to hear and honor our Intuition. The Intuition comes in the form of body urges, 

tiny whispers, or just an "inner knowing." The Intuition does not always make "rational 

sense" or appeal to our logic. In fact, this is a more feminine force, and when it comes 

through it may urge us in the direction opposite to what we thought was right. The more 

you begin to learn from the Intuition and let it guide you, the more you will become 

comfortable and at home with its pulls. This is a practice of faith and trust. You have to 

know that you KNOW yourself fully and deeply enough, that you will not lead yourself 

anywhere but exactly where you are meant to be. The Intuition may request you be loud 

in moments you would normally stay quite, invite you to dance in moments you may 

want to stand still. She may whisper dreams and visions so pure and so real they scare 

you a bit, but she will always lead you exactly where you are meant to be. Like we spoke 

about with Desire, if we allow these urges to play out- we learn & grow in the direction of 

our Truth, our Power, & our Magnificence. Intuition is a Gift we must be ready to receive.



Preparing for Intuition's Gift
The Practice becomes one of patience and Self reliance. Only you have connection to 

your internal wisdom, and because of this, you can only look to yourself for the answers. 

This is where it becomes really important that we are taking care of ourselves, honoring 

ourselves, and prioritizing ourselves on all levels. When we are showing up fully for 

ourselves, we create the room for our Intuition to come through, and for us to actually 

hear it. If we are not preparing ourselves through true Goddess treatment & pouring 

love into our being, it will be more difficult to hear & honor the Intuitive urges as they 

come through. Through out the past 4 weeks we have began to create a beautiful 

internal atmosphere that will help nurture our relationship with the Intuition. Through 

inviting it in, and honoring its wisdom, we will begin to use the Intuition as a tool. Think 

of a time you have heard your Intuition speak to you. Did you follow it? If so, what was 

the outcome? If not, what held you back? Reflect on your relationship with with your 

Intuition up to this point.



Intuition & Body Wisdom 
Our Intuition will come in and present it's self to us differently depending on how we most easily 

receive its information. This will have to do with our own process, what we've been through in this 

life, and where we are most open. It doesn't matter how the information comes in, as long as we hear 

it & allow it to make its way through us. The four examples below are the most common physical 

manifestations of Intuition. You may experience multiple ways of hearing your Intuition, and that is 

perfectly normal! Or,you may experience parts of these, but not fully identify with 1, that is 

absolutely fine! It doesn't need to look any way. But it is good to have an idea of how you receive the 

messages as we set the intention of listening.

Gut/Sacral Chakra- You will get a strong feeling or sign from your gut. It moves through your body 

but starts in your belly. Your tummy could hurt or feel nauseous if you do not listen to its message. 

Third eye- You will receive an internal message, whisper, or feeling & you just KNOW. There is no 

describing it, or the source. It is just a feeling that must not be ignored.

Throat Chakra- This is usually in response to something you see, feel, or hear. You may feel a 

burning or tingling in the throat, and this will normally demands action! 

Heart Chakra- You will feel immense knowing or Truth in your Heart. It may manifest its self as 

butterflies or goose bumps, but it will emanate from your chest. An idea or feeling may make your 

heart beat faster, and you will feel pulled in a particular direction.



***Listen to Intuition Audi�, and then Intuition Guided Meditation 
& Answer the Questions below***

Where do you receive most of your 

Intuitive wisdom?

How can you create more space for 

your Intuition to come forward? 

What messages came up for 

you during the meditation?



When is it easiest for you to get in 

touch with your Intuition?

What is your ideal way of 

utilizing your Intuition? 

How can you begin incorporating 

Intuition into your daily 

practice?



Working Through Blocks & Limiting Beliefs 
One of the biggest things that keeps us from living through our Intuition is the limiting beliefs & stories 

we have placed on ourselves. These same stories keep us from fully stepping into our Power as 

manifesters, and hold us back from creating what we want. We covered this in weeks 1 & 2, but belief 

work usually takes serious dedication & time to process before we can fully let go. The stories that 

have held you back from feeling deserving & worthy are going to be the same ones that keep you from 

receiving. Receptivity is a good indicator of the stories our subconscious is playing. How open are you 

to receiving? This can go for messages from your Intuition, to how much abundance you are letting in 

your life. Internal blocks do just that, they block us off! They stop our natural flow, and put the breaks 

on everything we are. They pinch us off from our Truth. Making us feel unworthy, undeserving, 

undesired, unloved. Things that are NOT Truth. They separate us from our True Nature & convince us 

that we are not who we are. To uncover these blocks we have to be honest. Look really vulnerably & 

openly about how you are feeling about yourself, in terms of your worth & what you deserve. This is a 

beautiful practice, because it forces us to shine light on the shadow. And this is ALCHEMY! Once the 

shadow has been moved into the light, it no longer has Power over us. We have taken the Power back 

and from here we can Truly change the stories & clear the blocks. Once we have an open path way, its 

going to be free game for our Intuition & Manifestation Powers to take control.

*** Listen to the Moving through limiting beliefs &
 blocks audio and then do the journal exercise below.***



Write down your limiting beliefs regarding the topics below. After you write each limiting 

belief, rewrite the belief to be Powerful & serving. Like we spoke about, as soon as you 

shine light on the beliefs you begin to take away their power. Then once you rewrite them, 

you begin to infuse your subconscious with a new belief. I recommend journaling 

extensively on the once limiting belief, and the new rewritten ones. Track how they make 

you feel & the energy you are wanting to embody. Be gentle with yourself & as honest as 

possible.. What you feel now does not have to remain, but acknowledging the emotions is 

always the first step to transcending them.

Do you feel Worthy?
Do you feel Powerful?

Do you feel Complete with in yourself?
Do you feel Beautiful?

Do you feel Loved?
Do you feel Capable?

Do you feel Expressive?
Do you feel Creative?



As you work through each limiting belief, dissecting it & rewriting it to serve you, imagine yourself 

becoming lighter. Imagine the new story being integrated into each of your cells & DNA strands. 

Feel your new stories rewiring your brain. Feel yourself becoming completely WHOLE, as you are 

taking back your Power. Feel the magnetic Energy you have access to when you take full 

accountability for yourself. No more excuses, and no more hiding. You are Powerful, Goddess.

You are Pure Magick
We are only as Powerful as we believe we are. This is the core of everything we do. What we believe 

about ourselves is True, but ONLY because we say it is. We are the only one that can change this, 

which is why the core belief work is SO IMPORTANT. This is also why being humans, and this 

experience, is so Magickal. The level of belief & faith we have in ourselves is the MOST Powerful 

thing we can possess. When we stand behind ourselves fully we can do, be, create, accomplish, and 

have anything we can imagine. We can, quite literally, will anything into Being. This is what some 

refer to as Magick & Witch craft, and others call Manifesting. It is the act of Creating our Lives 

Willfully and Purposefully. This is an Art & a way of life. We have to be fully present with the fact 

that we are 100% responsible for ourselves. Not that we can control every detail of our life, but that 

we constantly get to decide how we respond & show up. Magick is making the commitment to 

continuously choose to show up with Inner Power & Trust. And always choosing Love over Fear.

*** ANSWER THE QUESTIONS BELOW***



How deeply do you believe in yourself?

Do you feel connected to your Magick?

What makes you feel connected to the most 

Powerful version of yourself?



**Listen to "Magick & Manifest" Audio**
The more room you make for your Inner Creatrix to come through, the easier the manifestation 

process will be. It's more than simply calling her forward, but really allowing yourself to live & 

embody her Powerful Energy. The Inner Creatrix is the part of you that is directly connected to your 

Creative Energy. She is Bold & Fierce & unapologetic in her pursuit of Self Expression. She drops 

into herself through; Sex, Nature, Art, fashion, the Senses/Sensuality, and anything else that calls 

her to create. She does not shy away from her expression. She lives it. She IS it. She allows herself to 

eb & flow and move in her cycles (more on this in week 6) with acceptance and Love. She is the light 

that she shines. She embodies the love that she has. She creates from this space. The Creatrix is wild 

in her pursuit of pleasure. She does not create for anyone but herself. Her art feeds her Soul. And Art 

that feeds the Soul of Self feeds the Soul of others. She shares her creations as medicine, for those 

who it will help. She does not expect everyone to get it or understand, because she knows the 

vastness in each human. And Trusts herself so deeply, she does not need the approval. The Creatrix 

creates, to create. For the love of it. She is guided by the Intuition into the next adventure and 

through that, inspiration leads her to her next form of art. There is no shame in the process. Only the 

fluid ability to feel and relate to oneself. When you awaken the Creatrix, you will feel her hunger. 

She will crave to Express. She will shower you in ideas and passions. She will beg to be Free. 

When you meet this part of you, you will have no choice but to surrender. Her insatiable need to be 

Seen and Heard will drive you straight to your Heart, and from there you will Create.



*** Listen to the "Creatrix Meditation" and do the Creativity Ritual Below" ***

What you will need:

1.  a little box (or big 

envelope)

2. markers, pens & paper

3. Stickers, glitter, 

etc.

4. pictures/clippings 

that inspire you

5. paints of choice & 

paper/canvas to create 

on

C r e a t i v i t y  R i t u a l
1. to begin the ritual, do the "creatrix meditation" and come to your 

center. Feeling empowered in your ability to Create! This should be 

super fun!!!

2. Take your pen/markers and paper & begin to write down the things 

you want to create, and how you want to feel. Imagine yourself as an all 

empowering creatrix, not thinking of "how" these things will come into 

your life, but focusing on the fun & playful idea of creating them. 

3. Decorate your papers with stickers, color & glitter. Let this process 

light you up & fuel the desires of your inner Creatrix. 

4. Place all of your desires in the envelope/box. Visulize yourself living 

out your desires & allow your inner Creatrix to feel empowered. Ask her 

to step up & guide you to manifesting these things. Let it go, knowing it 

will come back.

5. Now, grab your paints & paper/canvas & CREATE. Lt it be fun, fluid & 

Intuitive. At this point, feel free to turn on any music that lets you feel 

fun, creative, and sexy.



Sacred Practices

Week 5 Sum up + Sacred Practices
This week we looked at the limiting beliefs that hold us back from being the powerful Intuitive 

Goddesses that we naturally are. We focused on calling in our Intuitive abilities, and stepping into our 

fullness and Power so we can Create the life of our Dreams! Week 4 brought us clear on our desires, 

while week 5 has given us the awareness to make them a reality. A huge part of this week is Self 

accountability, and being able to take our Power into our own hands. When we are fully in our power, 

we can allow our wildest dreams to become reality. And this is one of the purest expressions of Self 

Love. Allowing yourself to dream beautiful, delicious, wild dreams, and then letting yourself live them 

out. This is when we know we are TRULY FREE. When we begin to play with our Life, in a way that is 

fun & serving. When we take the seriousness out of living & replace it with pleasure. This doesn't 

mean we stop caring or being good people. It's really the opposite. We begin to allow ourselves to have 

so much that we give back with open Hearts & make huge impact on our World, with our own Magick

1. Stream of Consciousness journaling every morning for 5-10 minutes
2. Create something every single day

3. Allow Intuition to guide you on a daily basis 
4. Check in with Body Wisdom before each meal to see what you are craving


